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Introduction

the title for this show of works on paper is the same used for a 
Douthwaite exhibition at Pallant House, Chichester in 2012-2013 
and we are grateful to Simon Martin, the artistic Director at Pallant 
House, for his text, which we have reproduced in our catalogue. this 
exhibition is the first in a series of three. An Uncompromising Vision 
chiefly examines Pat Douthwaite’s pastel drawings, by far her most 
prolific medium. next year we shall explore her early painting and 
then mount a retrospective to coincide with the publication of a book. 

Pat Douthwaite with painting 
during her solo exhibition at the 
Richard Demarco Gallery, 8 Melville 
Crescent, Edinburgh, 1969.
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Her early exhibitions and long association with the Demarco 
Gallery is celebrated in rarely seen photographs from the Demarco 
archive, recently digitised and now available. She then began her long 
relationship with the Scottish Gallery which ended with her death 
in 2002. Since her death and our memorial exhibition, interest in her  
work has built quietly, now divorced from the insistent, needy demands 
of the painter which could obscure the extraordinary contribution 
she made to post-war British painting. But at the same time we miss 
her: her immense charm and sense of humour was beguiling and her 
erudition and range of references a corrective to the notion that she 
was in any sense a naive. Douglas Hall, a great supporter and the first 
Director of the SnGMa, has referred to her as an outsider or artiste 
maudit which does provide an insight into how she has been seen 
and perhaps also how she sometimes saw herself. However she is  
in reality the most sophisticated of painters; her emotional honesty 
and unflinching eye often present an uncomfortable experience for 
the viewer as she exposes her subject, like a specimen in a jar. it is 
no coincidence that she eschewed any setting or background in her  
work; instead the subject: human, animal or occasionally a building, 
takes centre stage, dark lines uncompromising on white paper or 
painted silhouette against a colour unerringly chosen for emotional 
impact. in the late fifties there is something owed to Bill Crozier, 
whom she met in Suffolk; also to Colquhoun and MacBryde, as well as 
the common influences of the School of Paris, Dubuffet in particular. 
People quickly became her subject, at first the dandies and grotesques 
at once Carnaby Street chic and Soho-damaged and these paintings, 
like Blindfold, recently acquired by the Scottish national Gallery  
of Modern art, make a unique contribution to British pop art.  
this parade of characters was to be replaced by archetypal women 
(none alive because they would be her natural rivals). She chose 
western heroines, like Cattle kate, or the Scottish witch isobel 
Goudie. an exhibition at the Scottish Gallery in 1977 was devoted 
to the doomed aviatrix amy johnstone, and another show with the 
369 Gallery for the Edinburgh Festival in 1982 was entitled Worshipped 
Women and featured an introduction by robert Graves, who she 
knew well from her life in Majorca. 

Her work is not easily defined, at once naive and intellectually 
loaded, personal but resonating with cultural references. it was not 
made for others but came from that deep-seated need of the creative 
to make; to express. this said she was not uninterested in what 
people thought, often drawing an audience into a dangerous dialogue;  
she was impossible to please and made enemies of her supporters 
with an impunity that was at once vicious and pathetic. in front of 
her best work the artist seems still palpably present because she is 
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the real subject of everything she made, in pain, anger or ecstasy.  
the detached, cool, ironic tone of much conceptual art which 
dominated the international art scene from the seventies and 
culminated in Brit art in the nineties was anathema to her. From the 
earliest her own presence and predicament haunt the work: Hogey 
Bear (1960) also acquired by the SnGMa last year is a dualist portrait 
of her husband, the illustrator Paul Hogarth and a self-portrait, 
pregnant with their son toby. 

Her roll-call of monumental single figure was not exclusively 
distaff: she painted and drew her husband, her exotic friend Lindsay 
kemp and demonstrating a keen if jaundiced interest in current events 
she painted a disturbing series of works inspired by the Manson trial: 
Charles Manson himself, serenely evil as The Master of Silence, (1972) 
in his orange, Californian prison-suit. an unmistakable Brian jones, 
the doomed guitarist of the Stones, was drawn in memoriam in 2001 
(cat. no. 25).

throughout her life she drew, prolifically and honestly and 
her febrile, nervous line exemplified in her distinctive signature is 
instantly recognisable. She was a great traveller absorbing imagery 
and devouring cultures as far afield as Poland, romania (cat. no. 17) 
Peru, Mexico and india (cat. no. 13) Her wanderlust is a tribute to her 
intellectual curiosity but was at the same time symptomatic of her 
restlessness and in the last ten years of her life she seemed constantly 
on the move, her world by then restricted to the Borders and her 
homes always temporary and her life lived in anxiety. But still she 
worked. in the 1990’s saw the beginning of a new love of watercolour 

Pat Douthwaite (centre) at the 
opening of her solo exhibition at the 
Richard Demarco Gallery, 8 Melville 
Crescent, Edinburgh, 30 October - 
22 November 1969.
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which produced some of her most touching imagery, very often of 
animals – her familiars and the receptacles of love she could not give 
to others. Her Dalmatian dog Henry Dooley (cat. nos. 11 & 12) was a 
favourite: comic, faithful and vulnerable. there is often no happy 
ending in the life of the creative but Pat Douthwaite is present in her 
work and meeting her there is as rewarding and challenging as ever it 
was in her life.

“Suggestion – one poem each per week. Starting today.
i prefer no more Strain
i prefer reading underground poems
i prefer the country to town
i prefer the hell of chaos to the hell of conformity
i prefer to draw and paint and dream
winners think like winners
never give up no matter what
to live in the eternal present
together with Dooley two pea hens and a peacock
a geriatric citroen and a house with no furniture
i prefer my garden scattered with flowers
that is what i prefer.”
Extract from letter from Pat to her friend Mrs Valerie Macleod, York. 
(c.1986, Norfolk)

Guy PEPLoE
The Scottish Gallery

Pat Douthwaite and Rory McEwen 
with his Tweed Road ‘sculptural 
environment’ at the Richard 
Demarco Gallery, 8 Melville 
Crescent, Edinburgh, 22 August -  
13 September 1969.
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Blindfold, 1965
oil on board, 80 x 95 cms
acquired by the Scottish national Gallery of Modern art, Edinburgh, 2013
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Hogey Bear, 1960
oil on board, 120 x 133.5 cms
signed & dated lower left
acquired by the Scottish national Gallery of Modern art, Edinburgh, 2013
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Pat Douthwaite
An Uncompromising Vision

Pat Douthwaite’s drawings have an edgy, idiosyncratic quality. 
During a life beset with personal difficulties, she created 
paintings and drawings that are charged with great power 
and tremendous wit. During her lifetime Pat Douthwaite 
often identified herself with the fringes of the art world, 
not least because her emotionally intense paintings and 
uncompromising vision set her apart from the establishment. 
a glamorous, maverick character, Douthwaite had a 
reputation for being ‘difficult’, both in character and in her 
non-commercial approach to her work. Painting was a passion 

– usually undertaken at night while listening to experimental 
jazz music at full volume – and her ambivalence about parting 
with work was so extreme that she once staged a midnight 
theft to retrieve one of her own paintings having changed her 
mind about selling it to an unsuspecting buyer. 

Born in Glasgow to a middle-class family, Douthwaite was 
self taught as an artist though she attended classes in mime 
and modern dance with Margaret Morris, the imposing wife of 
the Scottish Colourist painter j. D. Fergusson, who encouraged 
her to paint. in 1958 she left Glasgow for an artistic commune 
in East anglia where she lived among fellow artists robert 
Colquhoun, robert MacBryde and william Crozier. their 
influence can be traced in her work of the time – Crozier in 
her restricted palette of red, black and white and Colquhoun 
and MacBryde through the simplified landscape forms, as 
well as the influence of jean Dubuffet. East anglia was also 
where she met Paul Hogarth, a well-established artist who 
had houses in Cambridge and Majorca. they married in 1960, 
having a son together and living together in relative stability 
for a decade. Eventually, though, the marriage fractured and 
Douthwaite’s wanderlust, which was to dominate the rest 
of her life, took root. She moved north, living in a variety of 
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homes in Edinburgh, Berwick and ayr, travelling extensively 
abroad and never settling long in one place for the rest of her 
life. they divorced in 1981.

Douthwaite’s subjects of choice were people and later 
animals, especially cats, which she adored. Early portrayal of 
Soho dandies were followed by a number of series of archetypal 
women – western heroines such as Cattle kate, Mary Queen 
of Scots and the doomed aviator amy johnson. 

Douthwaite’s first significant gallery appearance was 
at the Mary Queen of Scots Gallery in Edinburgh in 1967, 
leading to a number of other exhibitions throughout the 
ensuing decades including a major retrospective exhibition 
at the royal College of art, London, in 1982-83. Douthwaite’s 
profile, though, remained relatively low until a solo exhibition 
at the Scottish Gallery in Edinburgh in 1993 finally seemed to 
give her the recognition she was seeking. the then art critic 
of The Scotsman, Edward Gage, proclaimed: “this exhibition 
demands that she should no longer be seen as an exotic 
maverick but acknowledged as one of the true originals of 
Scottish art.” However, Douthwaite’s final years were not 
happy. after battling with illness and disability, and having 
sustained back injuries from a brutal attack in Edinburgh, she 
died alone of an overdose of prescription drugs aged just 68 
in a hotel in Broughty Ferry. as Guy Peploe, Director of the 
Scottish Gallery, has said: “there is often no happy ending in 
the life of the creative but Pat Douthwaite is present in her 
work and meeting her there is as rewarding and challenging as 
ever it was in her life.”

SiMon Martin
Artistic Director, Pallant House Gallery
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1 Figure, 1969
conté, 42.5 x 35 cms
signed & dated lower left

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, 2012-2013

“Douthwaite’s first significant gallery appearance was at the Mary 
Queen of Scots gallery in Edinburgh in 1967, leading to a number 
of other exhibitions throughout the ensuing decades including a 
major retrospective at the royal College of art, London.” Simon 
Martin

this figure is the captured Mary Queen of Scots in the foreground 
and what might be a map in the background with a cut out heart. 
Her feet are shackled, she is carrying her rosary beads and wears 
her Catholic cross.

“My earlier paintings were mostly shrouded in darkness, steeped 
in an almost destructive violence, and all of the female figure.”  
Pat Douthwaite, 1976
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2 A Prostitute, 1972
pastel, 63.5 x 49.5 cms
signed, titled & dated upper right

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite Retrospective, the Scottish Gallery, Edinburgh, 
2000; Pat Douthwaite, the Scottish Gallery at art London, 2001; 
Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, 2012-2013

“in 1964 Douthwaite gave a short interview to the Scottish art 
review in which she spoke of the dandies and grotesques who 
were her models. when the interviewer suggested the influence 
of Pop art, Douthwaite quoted the lines from a poem by robert 
Lowell as a theme for the paintings she was working on: ‘My 
hopped up Husband leaves his home disputes and hits the streets 
to cruise for prostitutes.’” Simon Martin
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3 Mary Queen of Scots, 1974
pastel, 62 x 48 cms
signed & dated lower right

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, 2012-2013

“Pat Douthwaite was drawn to archetypal female figures from 
history such the aviator amy johnson, the western heroine 
Cattle kate and Mary Queen of Scots – after whom she named 
her first major solo exhibition at the richard Demarco Gallery in 
Edinburgh in 1967. as a Scottish artist Douthwaite was fascinated 
by the tragic figure of Mary i of Scotland (1542-1582) who had 
spent over eighteen years in custody before her execution after 
being found guilty of plotting to assassinate Queen Elizabeth i. 
She makes no attempt to idealise the queen, instead presenting 
her as reptilian, with a crown that could equally be her upraised 
hand.” Simon Martin
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4 Mauve Headpiece, 1974
pastel, 65 x 50 cms
signed & dated upper right

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, 2012-2013

“the critic Cordelia oliver observed of Douthwaite’s art: ‘From 
her work at best eminates the essence of raw femaleness with all 
that implies of vulnerability, unacceptable drives and emotional 
demands. on Douthwaite’s stage the female appears in many 
guises, as victim and predator, and she understands better than 
most that the impressive outsize persona can hide a shrinking 
core of anxious, insecure humanity.’” Simon Martin
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5 Demetre, 1975
pastel, 62.5 x 47.5 cms
signed & dated upper right

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite: Worshipped Women, Festival exhibition with 
foreword by robert Graves, 369 Gallery, Edinburgh, august 1982; 
Pat Douthwaite Retrospective, the Scottish Gallery, Edinburgh, 
2000; Pat Douthwaite, the Scottish Gallery at art London, 2001; 
Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, 2012-2013

Demetre was exhibited in her 1982 Festival exhibition Worshipped 
Women, which ran in alphabetical order. 

“D is for Demetre, the Goddess of Fury. when she went to look 
for her daughter, Persephone, she did not want any of the other 
Gods to take her so she changed into a horse. Poseidon was not 
deceived and turned himself into a stallion. From that union arion 
the wild horse was born. My drawing of her is a big sexy woman 
with a horse’s head kneeling with one hand raised as if to say 
‘o.k., you win, you had me and it was not so bad being a horse.’”  
Pat Douthwaite

Pat Douthwaite: Worshipped 
Women, Exhibition Catalogue, 1982
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6 Bentley, c.1977
pastel, 52.5 x 73.5 cms 

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, 2012-2013

Douthwaite made a trip to india in 1976 from which experience 
many drawings emerged in the next few years including this 
wonderful, eccentric Bentley (although the badge seems more 
like the rolls royce Spirit of Ecstasy taking flight). as when she 
draws people or animals, conventional perspective is subverted 
in favour of character and we are invited to speculate about the 
history of this British vehicle on the other side of the world.
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7 Lord Wakefield, 1977
charcoal, 75 x 55 cms
signed & dated upper right, titled lower left

the only possible link we can find between Douthwaite and Lord 
wakefield is historical. the Castrol oil Company, founded by Lord 
wakefield (1859-1941) helped to fund amy johnson’s solo flying 
career which culminated with her journey to australia in 1930 and 
Douthwaite, fascinated by all aspects of her life as she prepared 
her amy johnson exhibition in 1977, must have made an image of 
the industrialist patron.
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8 Toby and Cat, 1978
pastel, 73.5 x 53.5 cms
signed & dated upper left

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, 2012-2013

“the artist’s son toby Hogarth has recalled: ‘when i was about five 
years old we used to draw together. we would lie on the floor and 
draw together for hours on end, messing about with crayons and 
stuff. She used to almost mimic those juvenile pictures of mine 
that we’d done years before. i still have all those notebooks of her 
ideas, little sketches and drawings and stuff.’” Simon Martin
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9 Cat Looking for Something, 1980
pastel, 53 x 73 cms
signed & dated upper right

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, 2012-2013

“Pat Douthwaite’s son toby Hogarth has recalled that his mother: 
‘adored animals above all, preferred them to humans any day.  
i suppose because they gave her undivided affection no matter 
what. She collected butterflies and beetles and always had a soft 
spot in her heart for animals of any kind. She became closer to 
them as life went on, i think because she’d had bad experiences 
with people.’” Simon Martin

Pat Douthwaite: Egyptian 
Queen – Drawings of Cats, 
369 Gallery, Edinburgh, 1979
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10 Woman with a Turban, 1980
charcoal & pastel, 62 x 48 cms
signed & dated upper right
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11 Dooley, 1983
pastel, 75 x 54 cms
signed, titled & dated upper right

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite – Paintings & Works on Paper, the Scottish Gallery, 
Edinburgh, 2011

letter to Henry Dooley c.1988
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12 Dooley, 1983
charcoal & pastel, 74 x 53 cms
signed, titled & dated lower left

The artist with her dog, Henry Dooley, 
photograph courtesy of Toby Hogarth
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13 An Indian Man I, 1985
pastel, 57.5 x 78.5 cms
signed & dated upper right

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite Retrospective, the Scottish Gallery, Edinburgh, 
2000; Pat Douthwaite, the Scottish Gallery at art London, 2001; 
Pat Douthwaite – Paintings & Works on Paper, the Scottish Gallery, 
Edinburgh, 2011

“From 1959-1988 Pat Douthwaite travelled widely to north africa, 
india, Peru, Venezuela, Europe, u.S.a., kashmir, nepal, Pakistan, 
Ecuador and from 1969 to 1974 she lived part of the time in  
Majorca with her husband Paul Hogarth. this drawing was 
presumably created following one of her trips to the indian 
subcontinent. in 1986 Douthwaite had an exhibition at the Saddler 
Gallery, Durham City with the quirky title, ‘yippee! i went to india.’” 
Simon Martin
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14 Bull, (“Large Dog”), 1988 
pastel, 76.5 x 51.5 cms
signed & dated upper right

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite Retrospective, the Scottish Gallery, Edinburgh, 
2000; Pat Douthwaite, the Scottish Gallery at art London, 2001; 
Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, 2012-2013
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15 Laughing Donkey, 1988
pastel, 67 x 47 cms
signed & dated upper left

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite – Paintings & Works on Paper, the Scottish Gallery, 
Edinburgh, 2011; Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, 
Pallant House Gallery, Chichester, 2012-2013
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16 Bad Hair Day, c.1988
pastel & collage, 65.5 x 50 cms

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, 2012-2013

“the critic Cordelia oliver observed in 1988 that Douthwaite’s work 
was ‘Female – not feminine – to the core, baring teeth and claws 
in defence of her offspring (and by that i mean her often highly 
maligned paintings and drawings) she has made herself almost 
her sole subject, painting not as she appears in the mirror but, as 
it were, from the inside out, from painful firsthand knowledge of 
her physical and psychological makeup, of her essential needs, 
frustrations, rages and occasional ecstasies.’” Simon Martin
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17 Stork on his Nest, Romania, 1989
charcoal, 75.5 x 55 cms
signed, titled & dated upper left

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, 2012-2013

Pat Douthwaite to her friend Mrs Valerie MacLeod, writing from Grove Farm, 
Norfolk, c.1983
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18 Whitby Yacht, 1990
pastel, 69 x 48 cms
signed, titled & dated upper right

Whitby Yacht seems an unlikely subject for Douthwaite but as 
with so much that she drew and painted the origin was in real 
observation while the image is appropriated, becoming entirely 
her own, exploited for her own comic, decorative or tragic-comic 
purpose. whitby was also one of Pat’s many temporary addresses, 
so this makes for a brief memento of her stay there.
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19 Skye Girl, 1992
charcoal & pastel, 65 x 50 cms
signed, titled & dated upper right

Douthwaite visited Skye and Barra and drew seagulls, puffins and 
people, the latter invested with huge character, here a smudgy 
punk with a single dangly earring and a half-shaved head.
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20 Italian Cat and Dead Bird, 1994 
pastel, 50 x 70 cms
signed, titled & dated upper right; pastel drawing verso

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, 2012-2013

From her 1979 catalogue Egyptian Queen – Drawings of Cats:
“those who have become acquainted with Pat Douthwaite’s 

often macabre subject matter, described in a distorted and 
expressionist manner might be surprised to find that she has 
recently become obsessed by that most domestic of animals the 
cat. But in her hands the creature is devoid of any tameness – a 
bizarre and unsettling presence.”
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21 Big Mother with Sacha, 1994
gouache, 76.5 x 56.5 cms 
signed & dated upper right

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, 2012-2013

“Douthwaite reveals herself in every line, every mark she makes on 
paper or canvas.” Douglas Hall, 1982

in this picture, the artist draws a veil and looks back on her life. 
the cat, called Sacha represents robert MacBryde, her friend and 
tragic artist who was run over by a tram in Dublin in 1966.
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22 Tortoiseshell Cat, 1996
watercolour & charcoal, 36.5 x 52.5 cms
signed & dated lower right
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23 Girl in an Exotic Dress, 2001
charcoal, 55 x 75 cms
signed & dated upper right

the series of decorative lithographs editioned at the Peacock 
Printmaking Studios in aberdeen and some hand coloured by the 
artist signal how good a printmaker she was. other drawings, like 
this, owe something to the series; the costume explicitly japanese 
and a little stork, like a netsuke carving or a witch’s familiar, sits at 
her shoulder.
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24 Woman Wearing a Hat, c.2001
charcoal & white chalk, 62.5 x 45 cms
signed upper left

“Douthwaite is a painter with an exceptional gift of externalising 
her own fantasy world, filling and quickening a two dimensional 
space with nervously vital lines and emotionally expressive 
colour. whether her subjects are legendary women – and these, 
like theda Bara, Belle Starr, amy johnson, have been recurrent 
obsessions – or a shivering, cowering dog, or a palm tree sorely 
out of its element in an alien, northern winter, Douthwaite seems 
to find it necessary, like a method actress, to inhabit the idea, 
to get inside the skin of the role, as it were. Her paintings, often 
grotesque for all their elegance, can range in mood from tragic-
comic frenzy to angst-ridden melancholy, but they usually have 
a certain exciting theatricality in common.” Cordelia oliver, 1981
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25 Homage to Brian Jones, 1969 (2001)
pastel, 80 x 63 cms
signed, titled & dated upper right

exhibited

Pat Douthwaite: An Uncompromising Vision, Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, 2012-2013

“in the late 1960s Douthwaite created several images inspired 
by dandies. Douthwaite’s drawing was made in homage to Brian 
jones (1942-1969) who was a founder member of the British rock 
group the rolling Stones. He was regarded as a fashion icon in 
swinging 1960s London due to his flamboyant style. after a period 
of drug addiction he left the rolling Stones in june 1969 and less 
than a month later he drowned in the swimming pool at his home 
in Sussex.” Simon Martin

in 2001, she created a new series of pastels where she revisited 
some of her earlier themes as she looked back on her own life.  
the butterflies appear in her later works.
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Pat Douthwaite 1934-2002

1934 Born, Glasgow. Scots mother, half English/German father.
 From the age of 4, possibly earlier, Pat showed no interest 

in sibling brothers. Mother had been a hat designer 
prior to her marriage and Pat liked to fantasise with her 
mother’s hat veils/feathers/jewellery and high pointed 
shredded pink silk dancing shoes and face make-up. 
She only played this particular game of ‘child theatre’ 
wandering about the long garden dressed in old gauze 
curtains wheeling a doll’s pram – no interest in dolls or 
toys as such only wheeling the old kinder machine with 
kittens in it, tucked in with old blankets.

1944 School. Slapped for being left handed thus refused to 
learn to write. 

1947  Began to study movement, mime and modern dance 
with Margaret Morris, whose husband, j. D. Fergusson, 
encouraged her to paint. apart from this important 
influence she was self-taught. During this period she won 
the Phyllis Calvert award for Mime which allowed her to 
study full-time with Margaret Morris. Finally performing 
with ted Shawn at jacob’s Pillow, Mass., u.S.a., in 1956.

1958  went to live in Suffolk with a group of painters, including 
the Scots expatriates Colquhoun and MacBryde, and 
william Crozier. She met Paul Hogarth her future 
husband. Life in Suffolk was lived on the edge of poverty 
supported with a stipend of £2 a week and she and the 
others experimented with amphetamine drug Preludin – 
later banned. 

1960 Married Paul Hogarth and had son, toby. Spent time in 
Cambridge and Soho.

1959-1988  travelled widely, to north africa, india, Peru, Venezuela, 
Poland, East Germany, romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, 
France, italy, u.S.a., kashmir, nepal, Pakistan, Ecuador. 
From 1969 lived part of the time in Majorca.

1974 Hope Scott award for Lithography.
 a German sponsor axel Ball gave her the freedom to live 

and work in Germany. there she met Professor Doctor 
werner Schmalenbach. He introduced her to Brockstedt 
and Galerie Levi in Hamburg and she lived there for one 
year.
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1975-76  Scottish arts Council awards.
1975  Created multi-media performance work, Inanna, with 

the financial support of the SaC and the Gulbenkian 
Foundation. Inanna was performed at the traverse 
theatre during the 1975 Edinburgh international Festival 
and later at third Eye Centre, Glasgow.

1976 royal College of art retrospective.
1977 amy johnston exhibition, the Scottish Gallery.
1985 took part in tV documentary, The Lunch Party BBC 1 

with Liz Lochead.
1999-2002 Lived in various properties in the south west of Scotland 

including time at the Samye Ling tibetan Centre, 
Eskdalemuir.

2002 Died, Broughty Ferry.

SELECtED GrouP SHowS
redfern Gallery: Ten Young Painters 
iCa: Fantasy and Figuration
SaC and aCGB: Spectrum
richard Demarco Gallery: New Tendencies 
richard Demarco Gallery: New Directions 
axiom Gallery
Pollack Gallery, toronto: Dealers’ Choice
third Eye Centre: Seven Scottish Artists 
Scottish arts Council: Painters in Parallel 
Fruitmarket Gallery, Edinburgh: 3 Print Workshops 
Maine, u.S.a.: Contemporary Painting
Gimpel Fils
tVSw tour of Britain
Freidus Gallery, new york
Galerie d’art, Chicago, u.S.a.
Hayward Gallery, London: The Athena Award Exhibition 
norma tait and Friends, Drumcroon, wigan 
the Scottish Gallery
Corrymella Scott, newcastle
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SoLo EXHiBitionS
1958 57 Gallery, Edinburgh
1963 Grabowski Gallery, London
1965 iCa, London
1966 Clare College, Cambridge
1967 richard Demarco Gallery: Mary Queen of Scots
1968 richard Demarco Gallery: Love Pictures
1972-3 university of Stirling and richard Demarco Gallery 

at the Edinburgh Festival: Charles Manson Trial and 
American Women Bandits

1972 Serpentine Gallery, London
1973 university of St. andrews
 Hanover Gallery, London: Sexy Skeletons
 richard Demarco Gallery and Motiv Gallery, London: 

Salome in Drag
1974 Scottish arts Council, Edinburgh: New German Drawings
1975 Inanna: Multi-media performance work at traverse 

theatre, Edinburgh and third Eye Centre, Glasgow
1977 the Scottish Gallery, Edinburgh and aberbach Gallery,
 London: Amy Johnson, Aviator
1979 369 Gallery, Edinburgh: Biomorphic Drawings and Ezra 

Pound ‘Cantos’
 Zenith Gallery, washington D.C. Biomorphic Drawings
1979 Egyptian Queen – Drawings of Cats, 369 Gallery, 

Edinburgh
1980  talbot rice arts Centre, Edinburgh university: Paintings 

and Drawings 1972-79, and subsequent SaC tour to 
Dundee, Stirling, orkney, Hull, Leeds

1982 Edinburgh Festival: Worshipped Women, 26 drawings 
with introduction by robert Graves, 369 Gallery, 
Edinburgh
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